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About This Game
Race downhill while performing aerial acrobatics in Escargot Kart, the original rolling platformer. Creatively rocket, jump and
parachute your way across dozens of virtual physics playgrounds.
Land a satisfying quadruple backflip or watch your hero somersault downhill after a crash. Unlock more characters and vehicles
as you master each world.
Earn coins for each flip and exchange them for power-ups. Mix and match equipment to jump higher, fly farther and crash
harder.
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Complete hundreds of action packed challenges
Unlock and combine equipment to increase your abilities
Earn achievements landing spectacular stunts
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Title: Escargot Kart
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Caps Lock Solutions
Publisher:
Caps Lock Solutions
Release Date: 17 Jun, 2016
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. I would really like to recommend this game. It looks very promising from the few minutes I have been able to watch. However,
I have had it crash on me 3 times in a row. I restarted my machine, tried to restart Steam, etc. It goes for a minute or so and then
crashes with various errors.
I will update my review if, or when, I am able to watch the entire movie.. What a great way to show the evolution of a game.
They took the original prototype for the game, and mixed in a behind the scenes look at how the game(s) came about.
Your goal is to find pages throughout the game by avoiding obstacles, and making your way from one level, to the other without
dying.
A first person platformer with quite impressive graphics, and audio, especially for a prototype game.
Having said that, this is a prototype, so some areas may feel less impressive than others, where graphics are concerned, but it
does not take anything away from the gameplay, which is quite solid.
Definitely worth checking out, especialy considering that it is Free.
Don't take my word for it, and check out my video by clicking on the link.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=9ayVptTeTdQ&index=45&list=PLGCO4EfbVB6XXoAnQMUJjoEh3c2BLfHx8.
Awesome game. The puzzles themselves are challenging but the speed of the game makes it really addictive.. A fun little side
bit to the game, but definitely overpriced. I am glad I snagged it at half price or I'd have been very disappointed in the value..
Indie physics puzzle game made with the Unreal engine. Looks extremely nice and plays very well, extra bonus for the ambient
music and general atmosphere. Doesn't hold your hand much at all, but somehow most of the puzzles seem pretty logical (at
least in retrospect). Such a pleasant surprise, since I bought this completely on a whim.. Started game.
First thing I saw was a big advert for the App version and then that half of the scenarios and a number of characters are DLC.
Looks generally ok as a tabletop conversion for ~8€ but if you have to drop in another 12€ for the "other half of the game" it is
just not polished enough for a 20€ title.
And yes, Music is unfortunately quite terrible.
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Okay. So first things first, I absolutely love this game.
There are several different ways to play the game, which are all fun. If you're the devil, you can try and be sneaky, killing them
off one by one, or you can be really gung ho about. Both have their advantages, both have their disadvatages.
As the survivors you also have different play styles which revolve around the other players in the game. You can try and work
together, you know safety in numbers, which is an extremely valid point which I will explain in a minute, or you can go solo.
Because most of the time when you encounter other players, everything devolves into a giant slap fight.
Now as I said there is safety in numbers, because it's near impossible to capture the devil solo. Let me explain. The system by
which you capture the devil (and also revive others) is button mashing. You have to mash the hell out of your space bar. It seems
very contoller-y, so hopefully the game will eventually get full controller support. Because as it is now, I sometimes experience
issues where the button mashing doesn't work with controllers.
Something else, this game really gets to you. The first couple times you play the game you'll be a bit confused. But once you've
gotten the hang of it, you could end up being the last person alive besides the devil, with four more items to collect, feeling the
tension build further with every item collect, and every time you walk through a door wondering "Is this it? Is this the one where
the devil's waiting on the other side?".
Some things that I wouldn't really call cons, but I think could use some adjusting:
The Sprinting System - Basically your character can sprint for a couple seconds, and if you step on a puddle or walk over a rock
you fall over. That's pretty cool. What isn't cool is that when your character runs out of sprint, rather than just slow down to
walk they trip. This is something that is gauranteed to happen. Your character will trip when you run out of sprint, which brings
up a problem. The devil can sprint forever, and will only trip due to obstacles, he\/she also runs ever so slightly faster than you.
So if you get chased by the devil, you have to hope you can escape through some scene transition or you're dead. Because
nothing stops the devil from camping by your body once you've fallen over.
The Button Mashing - If this game ever got full controller support, this would be okay, but even then not everyone has a
controller. So I think this whole concept needs to be reimagined somehow, because I could totally see this feature being the
death of my keyboard.
The Slapping Feature - You can slap any character and they get slapped aside, and have a period where they have to stand back
up and where they are invulnerable. The problem is, slapping itself has no cool down. I've very commonly seen when multiple
people are in an area just slapping one another nonstop, not allowing either of them to get their items. I believe that the slap
itself should have a cooldown, then people would be less inclined to slap every single person they pass in the halls. After all,
wasting that slap on a person only to turn the corner and face the devil would be very bad. That slap could literally be the
difference between life and death for them if it had a cooldown. As it is now, when you encounter someone in the hallway, even
if neither of you ever stop moving, there is a 90% chance they will slap you.
Now is this game worth ten dollars when it's on sale?
Definetly.
Is this game worth fifteen dollars?
Yes.
I would rate this game as a 7\/10
And I would recommend it.. Huge let down. Boring. I read all these reviews about great puzzles so i bought it. There are 2
puzzles. One is good and the other is avg. The graphics look great and it didn't freeze or anything, but this game sucks. There is
little to no direction on what your objective is. There are many objects you would think are interactive, but they aren't. The end
came rather abruptly and I don't know what happened, but it's so boring I don't even care.. Several people have complained of
loading screens in excess of 5 to 10 minutes so I timed the loading screen when I first started this game after install. Loading
took less than 2 minutes so either several very impatient kids bought this and are exagerating or they have systems that are even
more ancient than mine(8 core AMD CPU, 24gb DDR3 Ram, GTX 980Ti). Having said that, this game isnt quite ready for
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prime time. I LOVE the concept and Ill probably buy it again once its in a playable condition but right now I dont consider it
playable and thus, not ready for Early access on Steam. I have no problems with frame rates or movement but movement in this
game isnt fluid no matter what your frame rate might be. The best way that I can describe movement is "chunky". The looting
seems promising as does the crafting. The environment is pretty convincing as well except that even on high settings, everything
has this gray, hazy overtone. Its like playing the game with catarcts in your eyes(and this is on high settings). Then come the
zombies. They are fast and unforgiving and thats great. The problem is that they are pretty much literally on top of you as they
attack so no matter which way you spin to take aim with your gun you have a REALLY difficult time targeting them never mind
targeting their heads. And your arms and gun protrude THROUGH their bodies because of course they are on top of you so you
cant hit them when you fire your gun because of that as well. Its very frustrating. Of course you can aim and shoot the zombies
before they get on top of you but like I said, they are fast and quite often jump on you from out of bushes or around a corner.
So Ill be submitting JOE for a refund and keep my eye on it for the future. I dont mind Early Access games and own a ton of
them but they are all very playable. This particular Early Access game is in the very earliest stages of "playable" that I can
imagine.. This game has so many hidden aspects and mechanics its insane. And with Bennett Foddy in the credits you already
know you're in for a wild ride.
9/10 Workshop support would make this game GOD TIER. Vostok above all is honest. It is exactly what it says it is and it does
what it does very well. Satisfying shooting and combat, fun flight controls, and addictive progression make for a great
shmup\/clicker style game. Oh and the writing is pretty funny too! All of that as well as being very reasonably priced.
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